
Rabbit
was
 handsome. 

His last living relative 
died before his eyes
at a very early age. 

The memory no longer bothered
him, but it was always there: 
a memory of his older brother 
as he was being attacked by a 
dog in the field where they 
were born. 

The hunter stomped on his brother’s
head to stop him from screaming.
The ground was too soft to break
his skull. His head was pushed
into the mud and he suffocated.
The hunter yelled, “We’re after pheasants!”

That was the only human
Rabbit had ever seen. That

was the day he left the
field and moved into

the CITY OF ANIMALS.

He grew up
alone and lived
alone, but he
was never lonely.
He was very handsome.

His brother cried out to him, 
but Rabbit could only hide, 
for he was such a small 
Rabbit at the time. He 
watched as a hunter pulled
the dog off his brother. 

Rabbit grew up alone 
and homeless in the
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As years went on
Rabbit learned to
dance, as most Rabbits
will. Within a short
amount of time he
became exceptional.

He created for himself a
dancing partner out of fake
fur coats that he found in a dumpster.
He called her Vy. She was life-size and strangely attractive.

He would
attach her
feet to
his and
dance
with
her

Females would wait 
around for him to finish
his act. They would tip
him generously. Soon
the conversation would
center around the
suggestive nature of
his moves. Eventually,
hospitalities would be
offered, which he could
not refuse.

 in public
places.
This is
how he

made his
money,
though
money

was never
his goal.
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He seemed to have no memory of their 
agreement or conversation. He told Rabbit
that he could perform if he wanted to, but he
wouldn’t pay him anything. He then tried to
make it seem as if it were an audition.

One afternoon 
Rabbit was 
approached by 
a male Sloth 
who owned 
a bar.

The Sloth asked Rabbit
   if he would perform that
     evening at his bar. He
       offered Rabbit a fair
         amount of money.
            Rabbit was happy
              to accept the offer,
              though the Sloth
              made him feel
              uncomfortable.

That night 
Rabbit and Vy 
arrived at the 
agreed-upon time.

Sloth was 
 nowhere 
  to be 
 found. 

The animal bartending seemed 
 annoyed by Rabbit’s inquiries, 
 but gave him free drinks 
   anyway. 

   He didn’t like the way 
      that the Sloth wouldn’t 
         look at him, and had 
                         instead 
                          addressed the entire 
                            conversation to Vy.

          Some hours
later the Sloth
came
in. 
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Rabbit had had a
few drinks by this
time. He rearranged
the furniture in the
bar, made a couple
of selections on the
jukebox, and put on
a great show. He was
very well-received.

He drank for free
the rest of the
evening. At the
end of the night
the Sloth asked
Rabbit if he would
like a job as his
doorman. Rabbit
accepted.

The next night Rabbit showed up for work. He
stood at the door and checked identification
cards. A few hours into the evening the Sloth
arrived with no memory of ever having hired
the Rabbit. Rabbit calmly explained to him
that he did. Sloth vaguely changed the subject
and wandered away. This happened every night
for a week. Rabbit was pleasantly surprised
when he received his first paycheck.
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